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Lincoln County Amateur Radio Team

   
In attendance:     Jose KB1TCD, Basil WV9O, Adam KC1KTJ, Patty K1PCH, and 
Giff K1GAH
The meeting was held at Newcastle Fire House
We had a call in number that Ernie activated but having no response we shut it
down after 30 minutes.
Meeting brought to order at 18:17
Topics discussed:

The following minutes were recorded by Jose KB1TCD.
Hambulance deployment to Dresden Repeater site: We did a 2 meter 
simplex test on 28 Sept using an Arrow J-Pole antenna attached to 50 ft mast 
to prepare for upcoming ME SET to be held on 24 Oct. Present were Casey - 
KC1GOT, John - WC1G and Jose - KB1TCD.
We were able to reach Kennebeck and Knox without problems and I believe we 
even got as far as Waldo. Big issue was interference by being next to a tower, 
main cause seemed to be NOAA weather broadcast station. It was very hard to
hear stations checking in, making it almost impossible to run a net. Lesson 
learned, don’t put Hambulance next to a tower. We also used one of the 
antennas attached to the hambulance, results were similar.

Hambulance: We had no trouble attaching the mast to the rear of the 
hambulance for our simplex exercise. Jose - KB1TCD had brought some 
industrial lubricant/sealer that was sprayed on the hitch, making sliding in and 
out easy enough. When we tried to crank the tower down there was an issue 
with the top part of the mast, the wiring had come loose and we could not get 
mast to crank down completely. It was pouring rain at the time so we left 
hambulance with mast attached and decided to come back during daylight 
hours without rain, which we did.
Jose - KB1TCD brought his truck with an 8ft bed and a bed extender to be able 
to transfer mast back to Wiscasset EOC. Mast came out easily and we set it on 
the truck bed/extender which made it easy to diagnose. It seemed to us that 
there was not enough tension on the wires which caused them to get loose. We
loosened four bolts that let us slide the wires back and forth and we fixed the 
problem, mast went back into the hambulance.
We had one of the Kenwood dual band radios in the hambulance and it worked 
fine, we had it hooked up to the J-Pole antenna.
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There was discussion on cables and/or signaling needed to be able to use the 
radio for digital modes, we were to touch base with Casey - KC1GOT for follow 
up.

Upcoming ME SET: Discussion on hambulance location, decided on checking 
out Hopkin Hill in Newcastle that has a 2m J-Pole on a mast that is not 
connected to anything but has coax hooked up.
Handout re: SET with all pertinent ham portions was distributed.
Radiograms to be a big part of SET and we need to get in practice on sending 
and receiving traffic, especially on phone.
It was decided that we would have at least one person at the EOC for the SET 
and two people at the hambulance. Tentatively it would be John - WC1G and 
Jose - KB1TCD at the hambulance and Mac- N1VVR and Basil - WV9O at the 
EOC.
Others were welcome to join in and participate from their QTH.
 
Next Meeting: December 9, 2020

6:00 PM
Virtual meeting  

_______________________________________________________________________________
______                                                                                                                    
Meeting Minutes for Lincoln County Amateur Radio Club – 8/12/2020

Jose Douglas KB1TCD - President Edward Wynne  N1WY -  
Treasurer

Giff Hammar K1GAH - Vice President      Joseph Devonshire  AB1YO 
-  Secretary

File Share: A few weeks ago we had an impromptu chat on the 2m repeater 
with K1NI and N1IEJ as well as KB1TCD. One thing that came up is a need to 
share ham radio manuals with the group. While most of the manuals are 
available online, there are some that are not. We talked about putting the 
online manuals on the K1LX website and/or simply making a list of what 
manuals are available and who has them.
Ernie - K1LX said he has a couple of Kenwood TS-440 manuals and it would be 
a good idea to leave one in the hambulance as that is the HF radio currently 
there.

International Lighthouse Weekend: Full time participants were Adam - 
KC1KTJ and Jose - KB1TCD with set up and down help from Basil - WV9O. Even 
had a mascot for Sunday!  We used a 20m dipole, 40m hamstick mobile 
antenna and a multi band vertical. We had two stations working on HF. Total of 
130 contacts made but most important are the amount of people both hams, 
ex-hams and non-hams that came by to visit with us.

Others: Talked about tech projects such as antenna building and also how to 
get new hams going on the hobby as soon as they get licensed.

Adjourn at 7:50 PM

Next Meeting: 

December 9, 2020
6:00 PM
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Virtual meeting  

Respectfully submitted, 
Joseph G. Devonshire – AB1YO
Secretary
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